
Partnering with You to Protect Your Workers in Any Environment



Diana Vass, Sr. Buyer at AstraZeneca led the nomination of Quest 
and presented them with the Top Diversity Supplier award. 
During the award presentation, Diana Vass told the summit 
attendees that these awards highlight suppliers that exemplify 
the following qualities:  

• Good  Business Partner  
• Striving for Continuous Improvement 
• Focusing on Innovation 
• Promoting Economic Development
• Donates to Their Local Communities
• Follows a Mission Statement Similar to             
 AstraZeneca

 

The 2018 HUBZone Champion award is given to companies that focus 
on promoting the values and spirit of the HUBZone Program and are involved 
in community outreach and support such as:

• Restructuring business, building out facilities, and moving to meet 
 HUBZone requirements
• Strengthening the Indianapolis community through hiring 
 opportunities, promoting from within, and providing 
 internships to nearby students
• Participating in community outreach and 
 supporting organizations who help others   
 with  donations
• Helping our customers achieve their SBA   
 business goals
• Collaborating with other diversi�ed, small   
 businesses to strengthen each business as   
 well as the community 

Audited by a PSCI Member Company

Recognition for Quest’s Commitment to Diversity

AstraZeneca Presents
Quest with 2018 

Top Diverse
Supplier Award

Quest Named 2018 
HUBZone Champion 



Customer-Driven Solutions & Innovations

Challenge: Customer’s current gloves gave handlers enough dexterity to work 
but not enough protection against animal bites. The animals were biting right 
through the gloves. The customer needed new gloves to protect handlers while 
keeping the dexterity needed for research.
Process: Quest and a manufacturer from SafetyNetwork.me analyzed how the 
gloves were being used, how the handlers moved when wearing the gloves / 
working with the animals, and what the animals did when interacting with the  

      handlers. 
Solution: Quest and its manufacturer designed a new glove 
for this customer. This new design and material matched the 
dexterity needs of handlers while providing exceptional protection 
at the same time. The structure of the gloves was changed to 
provide additional protection to the areas where the animals were 
biting the handlers. The new material was softer, which increased          
handler’s dexterity and decreased negative reactions from the 
animals. Heavy duty leathers, Kevlar, and extended cu�s o�er     
handlers the comfort and con�dence to perform tasks and ensure 
the humane handling of animals.

Challenges: One of our pharmaceutical customers asked us to 
review their �ber drum program with particular attention to 
safety concerns (hand lacerations), insu�cient incineration, 
rising costs, and process e�ciencies.
Process: Instead of just recommending a higher-level 
protective glove to eliminate hand lacerations, Quest met with 
the customer’s Industrial Hygienists and end users to fully 
understand their drum process. We learned how the end users  
were using the �ber drums, their process, their ergonomic 
challenges, and how improvements could be made.

Solution:  Metal ring & locking mechanisms were changed to 
plastic to eliminate hand lacerations and improve the incineration 
of each drum. Liners were spun into the drums to increase user 
productivity, and a better pricing plan was negotiated with the 
manufacturer. Through this project, Quest was able to improve 
the customer’s supply chain, streamline their process, and control 
costs.

Improving Supply Chain
Streamlining Process

& Controlling Costs

Designing New
Products to Ensure

the Safety of 
End Users



Customer-Driven Solutions & Innovations

Challenge: One of our pharmaceutical customers was concerned about 
employee slips, trips, and falls when using their current shoe covers. They 
needed a shoe cover that could work in both wet and dry environments.

Process: Because of the critical environment these employees worked in, 
Quest did not want to rely on test data produced in generic labs with 
unknown variables. We believed that this customer needed to test a         
variety of shoe covers in the same environment where the scientists and 
manufacturing techs worked every day. The instrument to run these tests  
had to have the ability to quantitatively measure the coe�cient of friction, 
or grip, of each material being tested. The device would have to be         
portable as well to allow us to a�x various types of anti-slip material to it. 

Solution: Quest invested in an English XL Machine to quantitatively test and rate the coe�cient of friction, 
or grip, of varying types of foot protection in our customer’s labs and manufacturing areas. This unit met all 
of the necessary requirements for portability, measurability and versatility. We were able to use this instru-
ment in each and every area that our customer required. The test results we 
provided the customer allowed them to make quanti�able decisions regard-
ing speci�c types of foot protection to be used in all areas of their facilities. To 
insure quality, the customer had their insurance company come in to test our 
results. With each test our data was validated. Based on the results of this 
testing, Quest designed a shoe cover to eliminate slips, trips, and falls in both 
wet and dry environments and provided our customer a $500,000 annual 
savings.

Challenges: A pharmaceutical customer needed boot covers in size small, but 
their current manufacturer did not provide a size small or o�er custom orders. 
Typically, boot covers come in three sizes and usually contain extra material in 
the toe to accommodate various sized feet. Unfortunately, this material  
tended to get caught in machinery, stepped on, or cause falls. This company 
also had to stock their current boot in every size.

Process: Quest’s representatives met with people in various positions and 
departments within the customer’s company to learn more about their shoe cover usage. They studied 
how each position used boot covers, additional requirements of their       
critical environment, issues occurring with their current boot covers, and 
the desired outcome. This in-depth discovery process helped Quest �nd a 
perfect �t solution.

Solution:  Quest developed a single boot cover with a heel strap, giving 
users custom-�t disposable protection and the company a �exible              
inventory solution. In addition to providing a snug �t, the straps also 
secured the pant legs of protective suits securely inside the boot cover, 
preventing any additional exposure to the user or the environment. This 
new boot cover provided the customer an option for smaller sizes, less 
danger of falls, a solution for inventory reduction, and a best in class sole for 
added protection from slips. 

Custom Solution for 
Size, Inventory 
Reduction and  

Increased Safety

Safety within 
Critical Environments 
Requires Additional 

E�ort and Care
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